my french twist
macrame cheat sheet

small/m middle projects

3/64 inch = 1mm
1/8 inch = 3mm
3/16 inch = 5mm
1/4 inch = 6mm
5/16 inch = 8 mm

large projects

3/8 inch = 9.5 mm
1/2 inch = 13 mm
5/8 inch = 16 mm
3/4 inch = 19 mm
1 inch = 25 mm

MEASUREMENT FOR EACH CORD:

length x 6
for open spaced patterns

OR

length x 8
for close spaced patterns or Half Hitch Knots

NATURAL MATERIALS

cotton rope:
wall hangings, planters, table runners, folding screens, belts, key chains
tee shirt yarn:
yoga bags, wine bottle holders

SYNTHETIC CORDING

paracord (550 strength):
survival bracelets & belts
polypropylene cording:
lawn chairs
nylon rope:
outdoor planters
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